First pharmacy chain coming to Pearl area
CVS plans to fill space in a Broadway Street building — recently vacated by a pizza restaurant — with the retailer’s first two-story store in San Antonio. RYAN SALCHERT, 6

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
SAGE chairman on what comes next
With San Antonio for Growth on the Eastside’s longtime CEO and interim CEO resigning within weeks, the group’s chairman calls for narrowing its focus. W. SCOTT BAILEY, 4

ENERGY
Valero–VLP deal and the decline of MLPs
Changing market conditions spur the refiner to become the latest to bring infrastructural assets once spun out to a master limited partnership back into the company. SERGIO CHAPA, 8

The Texas Business Journals look at how the state is competing on the cutting edge of this key industry
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Valuable-based health care programs

We collectively spend more than $3 trillion a year on health care, which is three times more per capita than the average of developed nations. However, only one percent of our nation’s gross domestic product, yet for all the enormous expenditure, the U.S. has poor health care outcomes.
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